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Digital Subscriptions: The Ultimate
Guidebook for News & Magazine
Publishers
Forward
What’s this book going to do for me?
If you are charging for access to your content through digital subscriptions, my team and I are
going to help you grow your revenues.
In this guidebook, you will learn powerful tactics to put to work immediately with your
publication. These tactics will help you accomplish three things:
1. Build your email lists
2. Grow paid subscriptions, memberships, and donations, and
3. Build new digital products
We will share with you the strategies that we have learned by working with over 1000 news and
magazine publishers to build digital subscriptions and create new revenue streams. We are also
a partner with Tea Journey, which allows us to dive deep into the operations of a digital
publication.
What do I need?
This guide is written so you can get started right away to reach more readers, engage them, and
build paid subscription revenues. Our focus will be on leveraging:
●
●
●

WordPress CMS,
Our Leaky Paywall subscription platform, and
Mailchimp email service provider

You can put many of these strategies to work with any CMS, paywall service, or email provider.
These three systems just make everything possible (and practical).
This guidebook is a type of cookbook that will show you the way to increase your subscriber
revenues. You will have access to our “How to” docs that give you step by step instructions to
set your paywall up quickly without custom coding. Finding a WordPress developer with CSS
skills is recommended and will make your website content and subscription features look great.
If you don’t have a developer we recommend Codeable.
How to: Get started with Leaky Paywall

About the Author
Peter Ericson is the Founder and CEO of ZEEN101, which develops the Leaky Paywall subscription
platform built specifically for publishers that run WordPress. Pete’s mission is to help publishers
flourish in the digital age by helping develop new revenue streams. He is always up for a chat about
how to grow a successful publication (so get in touch, really). When he isn’t working he can be found
on the tennis court, ski slope, or mountain biking trail with friends and family.

Some digital publishing terms to be familiar with
●
●
●

●
●

●

●
●
●

Content: Examples include articles, video, podcasts, live streams, webinars, magazine
issues, PDFs, flipbooks, databases, among others.
Visitor traffic: Someone who comes from Google search, a social sharing link
(Facebook, etc.), your email newsletter or who types in your web address directly.
Metered paywall: A paywall that offers one or more free articles over a period of time
(ex: three free articles per month). This kind of access control allows Google to index
and rank all your articles in search and encourages readers to share them in social
media. This is critical to your success in driving visitors to your website.
Subscription message/nag: The subscribe or login message that displays after the
reader’s free articles are used up
Shortcode: a bracketed code snippet that inserts specific content. Ex:
[leaky_paywall_login] inserts the Leaky Paywall login form wherever you need it on your
website
Subscriber/Member: These terms are interchangeable, although members may have
access to a higher level of premium content. Subscribers are registered on your website
and logged in to access a set level of content.
Premium content: Typically the content that you produce that you will be charging a
subscription for (ex: all news articles).
Premium+ content: A higher-priced access purchase than your premium content (ex: a
membership with additional benefits or access to exclusive video or article content).
Google indexing: When Google scans your article text and ranks your articles in
search. Metering (with a paywall like Leaky Paywall) allows all your article text to be
crawled by the Google search engine.

Email Marketing
Building your email list, a critical step
Every new email subscriber you collect is 10x more likely to pay for a subscription. Capturing
email addresses is the most effective way to build subscription revenues.
Your email list is your most powerful direct marketing asset. That’s why we’re starting here. All of the
strategies that follow are built on the premise that you are growing a robust email list.
Growing your list provides three major benefits:
1. More subscribers: Assuming you send your newsletter or new articles to your email list, a
larger list drives more readers back to your site to use up their free articles and trigger your
prompts to subscribe. Over time, this organic pestering (urging them to pay for full access)
converts paying subscribers.
2. More article views: A larger list sends more traffic to your website, which advertisers
appreciate.
3. More email sponsor revenue: The larger your email list grows the more revenue you can
generate from advertisers who will want to sponsor your email newsletter itself.
As a publisher, it’s easy to attract email signups as many interested readers will offer up their email
address in order to stay informed about your content.
Once you capture a new reader’s email address, they begin the journey of building a relationship with
you and joining as a new audience member.
So what is the best way to grow your email list?

Capturing emails with a free registration level
We live in a freemium world. This means we are attracted to things that are free, giving us a
chance to try them out. You see this across app stores, free trial products and services, and, of
course, free subscription trials. Offering some of your content for free is the number one way for
you to capture and build your email lists.
If you're ready to set up your free registration level, skip down to the Subscription Basics
section, where we delve into this in more detail.
What is a free level subscription?
A free subscription level (or free registration) allows a casual visitor to experience a little bit
more of your content. Your paywall meter lets anyone view one or more articles without any
interaction with your website but, after they hit your free metered limit, they must register on
your website in order to get additional access to your content.

Example for a news publisher: Meter two free articles per month with no requirements to the
casual visitor. Visitors come to your website from a Google search, Facebook, your email
newsletter, or other source. They can view two articles in a 30 day time period. On the third
article, they are prompted with a message to register for free to gain five free articles per month.
They register, are added to your email list, are logged into your website and now have access to
five articles every 30 days.
We’ll go into this in more detail later, but here’s the rundown of free-level subscriber benefits:
1. Building your email list: Having that email address gives you a guaranteed way to
follow up with your engaged readers, one that they volunteered for.
2. Relationship building: Having that channel to reach them, gives you a chance to
specifically target your casual reader with content and offers likely to appeal to them.
3. Running out the meter: Sending content to the free-level subscriber drives them back
to the website where they read enough articles to use up their access, prompting them to
upgrade.
4. Organic pestering: this cycle occurs naturally over time; as they repeatedly encounter
your paid subscription message, they realize the value of a paid subscription.
5. Reduce friction: since they have already created a free account with you, thei rbasic
information is already pre-filled. The only step left when they decide to upgrade is
entering payment info. Reduced friction makes them more likely to follow through on the
purchase.

How to: Set up a free registration level to build your email list

Use pop-ups and embed forms to capture emails
Using pop-ups on your website today is an effective way to capture an email address. It is also a
controversial approach. Some publishers feel they are now too intrusive. We would argue that
with a free registration approach you will capture more engaged readers.
MailChimp makes it easy to install a slide-in style pop-up (which we recommend) to capture
email addresses. It's free and it is effective. If you go with a pop-up approach you can test the
results by comparing a period of time with only the free subscription level versus the same
amount of time with the free subscription and pop-up approach.
Another effective and less intrusive way to capture an email address is to embed the Mailchimp
email capture into your articles. Add the Mailchimp email capture embed at the end (or middle)
of every article.
Note: Make sure you hide the embed form for free and paid level subscribers. You don’t want to
annoy readers that are already on your list (see How to below).

Take a look at what a pop-up looks like on Track & Field News:

It starts with a simple pop-up created using MailChimp’s built-in pop-up maker. This pop-up
shows up on Track & Field News’ most popular pages and simply requests that people sign up.
It is set to display only once to a new visitor.
Winning Results
Since Track & Field News switched to MailChimp and launched the above pop-up, it has been
the single largest source of new email subscribers. (Note: They don't offer a free level
subscription.)
They’ve seen their list triple since that launch. That’s a 300% growth rate.
How to: Hide your Mailchimp signup forms from your free and paid level subscriber with Ad
Dropper (This will also let you auto-insert your Mailchimp embed into all your content. You can
set the insert to occur on each article ‘after X number of paragraphs’.)

Sending your newsletter via email automatically
Imagine if your email service (ex: Mailchimp) could automatically send all the articles you
publish to your email list. Amazing, right? Well, it already exists and it’s awesome.

Automating your email newsletter is a way to save time and energy in pushing your emails out,
and with Mailchimp it is very easy to set up. Mailchimp doesn't charge anything extra to use this
feature.
The goal of your newsletter is to drive your free and paid subscribers from your email newsletter
back to your site so they can read more articles. Automation accomplishes that while reducing
the effort of actually sending the articles.
So what are you actually sending to the reader? What you want to send is:
1. The article title
2. An article excerpt (or not, depending on how many articles you send each time)
3. The link to read more on your website (if they tap the article they get taken to the article
on your website), and
4. Possibly, a featured image. For higher volume news publishers, you likely would want 1
or just a few feature images. Readers are scanning for what-article-to-click when faced
with a high quantity of article options. Having multiple featured images can actually get in
the way of fast scanning your articles
Here’s great layout if you are a low quantity, long form, publisher:

Here is a clean and effective layout if you are higher volume local news publisher (Note: This
layout works. Daybreak grew to over 10,000 new subscribers in just over a year):

So how do you automate your newsletter?

You use a function built into Mailchimp called RSS-to-email. It’s easy to set up and doesn’t cost
anything extra. Mailchimp scans your website every day to see if new content has been posted.
If it sees new content it cues it up to be sent on the schedule you set.
So, for example, you can set your emails to go out every weekday at 6 AM or every Friday at
11:45 AM. We generally recommend that you send out emails during transition times of the day,
when people have time to look at something new. These times include early mornings when
people are getting ready for work, just before lunch when your audience is getting ready to eat,
and afternoons before heading home.
Mailchimp will also suggest the best times to send your email based on your open rates.
Keep in mind that even though this is a fully automated system you can hop into Mailchimp and
edit the template that drives your emails at any time (ex: If you need to update the advertising
that is in the email, it’s a snap to do).
Automating your email is a huge time- and sweat-saver, allowing you to touch your audience on
a regular basis without lifting a finger. All you have to do is focus on creating great content in
WordPress and Mailchimp will send your newsletters for you.
How to: Set up automated email blasts

Drip emails to subscribers after signing up
Once you capture an email address, from either a free or a paid subscriber, consider setting up
a drip campaign.
What is a drip campaign? It is a series of emails that are triggered after an event such as a
subscriber joining an email list. You schedule out this drip campaign over time. For example,
you could send an email every other day for a week, every week for a year, it’s up to you.
Some ideas for email content in your drip campaign:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Point new subscribers to your best content
Explain your mission
Encourage them to join a Facebook group you manage
Encourage them to promote a subscription to a friend (with a coupon)
Promote a gift subscription (discount with a coupon)
Ask for a donation to support your mission
Send them to a survey
Sell a product or membership, or
Get creative

How do you set up a drip campaign?
With Leaky Paywall and MailChimp, it's easy to tag each subscription level as it comes in. If
someone subscribes under the free registration level, they will be tagged ‘free’ and you can
send out a drip campaign that targets your free subscribers and encourages them to upgrade to
full access. If a subscriber comes in as paid, they are tagged in MailChimp as ‘paid’ and it's
easy to set up a targeted drip campaign encouraging them to promote a gift subscription to a
friend, offering them a coupon with a small discount if they refer a someone else, or asking for a
donation.
Your startup drip campaign can simply be three additional emails that are sent after the new
subscriber receives their welcome email. Start small and you can always add emails to the drip
campaign down the road, as you think of things to promote to new subscribers.
A simple Mailchimp drip campaign for Tea Journey with three emails:

How to: Get going with Mailchimp drip marketing

Let your subscribers opt into your other newsletters
Publish multiple newsletters? Consider offering an opt-in to your other newsletters during
registration.
Mailchimp uses its Groups feature to let subscribers opt into multiple newsletters. With Leaky
Paywall, you can offer those different newsletter options to your new subscriber at registration. This
works for both free and paid levels.

Niching down with automation
Consider letting subscribers opt into different news categories such as (for a news publisher)
general news sports, obituaries, business, etc..
This lets the reader opt into the news subjects that they are most interested in and you’ll find you get
a higher opt-in rate with this approach. Subscriber churn will decrease since you’re direct-mailing this
chosen content to the individual subscriber.
You can even automate sending your article categories using Mailchimp’s RSS-to-Email feature. This
allows you to send only the categories of content to those that opt-in to receive them…automatically.
Once set up, your new subscribers will choose the categories (Departments/sections) they are most
interested in and Mailchimp will auto-send articles only from the selected categories.
iPolitics news in Canada is a great example of a publisher that offers a selection of newsletters to
opt into upon subscription. (They can also opt into or opt out of the newsletters on their My Account
page using the Leaky Paywall Mailchimp add-on). Selecting newsletters on the registration page and
the My Account page automatically adds or removes them from your specific newsletters.

How-to: Use MailChimp Groups to connect different newsletters to your registration for and my
account page

Subscription Basics
A highly flexible metered paywall is the foundation of your subscription efforts.

In this section we're going to show you how to successfully implement these three critical
activities:
1. Build your email newsletter lists,
2. Grow paying subscriptions, and
3. Develop new digital products.
We will show you how to set up the following tools to build revenues:
●
●
●
●
●

Metered paywall with free registration (your starting point),
Donations,
Membership & Premium+ content,
Time-based archive access, and
Pay per article/video/webinar/audio/other content.

Let’s get going.
Two things to keep in mind as we begin:
First, your metered paywall is generally going to be your starting point. Once you get traction
with paid subscriptions, you’re ready to flex your paywall to offer new products.
Second, the ultimate mechanism for building paid subscriptions is an effective subscription
funnel. A good subscription funnel uses your valuable content to capture the interest of your
visitors and usher them from casual readers to paying subscribers to premium members. The
best funnels will do most of this automatically.

Your subscription funnel
What is it?
Your subscription funnel is really the journey that a visitor to your website will take with you. A
new visitor starts out knowing little about your publication. Over time the visitor engages with
your publication and you build a stronger and stronger relationship with them. This approach will
both build up your email lists and motivate these new readers to pay for your access to your
content.
Here’s an example of what your subscription funnel might look like:
1. Someone searches for an article with Google or follows a link from an article on
Facebook.

2. This produces a new website visitor
3. This visitor registers for free access that gives them 3 premium articles each month
4. They receive your email newsletter that drives them back to your site for new content
each week
5. They start receiving your email drip campaign, providing them with additional valuable
content and insight
6. Reading more articles engages them and triggers your paid subscription messages
7. Two months later they decide to upgrade to a paid subscription for full access
8. They download your app for easy and fast access to your content
9. They love your content and donate to your publication
10. They refer new subscribers to you
11. They pay more to become a Member and enjoy your additional premium+ content… or
ad-free experience
12. You continue to engage these fans to build new products and add new revenue streams
As you can see each subscriber starts at the beginning of your subscription funnel and
experiences your content and messaging through the automated systems you set up. In the
beginning you will want to focus on steps 3 - 7 to build your email list and create paid
subscribers.

Your foundational metered paywall
Let’s get the basics out of the way. What is a metered paywall and what is the best way to set it
up?
A metered paywall allows the casual visitor to choose a few free articles to read before the
subscription message pops up. (As opposed to viewing only article previews or the specific
articles designated by the publisher as ‘free’.) So, for example, you could set your meter to:
“Allow readers two free articles of their choosing every 30 days.”
Why is the metered approach so important?
It satisfies the three critical requirements that the modern reader demands:
1. Google discovery: Each and every article you produce needs to be fully indexed
(scanned and ranked) by Google in order for it to show up when readers search for the
information you write about. Google will drive a large chunk of new visitor traffic to your
site. The meter (even if it is only set to one free article) is ignored by the Google bots and
thus Google can ‘read’ all the text in all your published articles.
2. Social sharing: The metered paywall allows every article you produce to be shared on
Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, etc.. Even if your meter is set to only one free article per
month, which is a fairly tight restriction, one article can be read in full by thousands of
different readers. It’s only when the individual browser starts to read more articles on

your website that the meter starts counting down, eventually displaying the message to
subscribe.
3. Reader choice: Your paywall meter allows the visitor to choose the articles that are
important to them. This generally relieves you of the burden of deciding what articles are
premium and what are free (though you can still create a premium+ level of fully
restricted content). If a visitor clicks on a link to one of your articles in Google search or
on Facebook, the visitor has decided that specific article is important to them. It might
even be a quickie article that you published and felt had low value. That doesn’t matter
when you meter your content. What is key here is that you don’t have to guess what
might be important to the visitor. The metered paywall supports that certainty by allowing
you to simply set a free number of articles over a given time period. Bottom line: set the
meter and let the incoming visitors decide what is important to them.
What about a hard paywall?
The formerly-popular hard paywall was the first iteration of the digital subscription approach for
news and magazine publishers. Well-known publishers like The Wall Street Journal initially
found success with the hard paywall (though even they are now loosening their access).
Publishers with such strong brands have large marketing resources and recognition. They can
drive traffic to their publications without the help of Google search and social sharing. Most
publishers, however, suffered when they turned on their hard paywalls. Their Google traffic
would drop dramatically (upwards of 90%) and social sharing would practically stop altogether.
The main issue with the hard paywall is that it blocks more than greedy readers. Google cannot
fully index (and properly rank) the text in your articles. Articles with only short excerpts did not
get many shares in Facebook and on other social media sites.
The hard paywall has now morphed into more of a metered-hybrid approach. This means that
publishers are having more success with a metered paywall that has some additional
functionality in order to granularly restrict certain types of content. This works quite well for
publishers with multiple subscription products (which we will explore in this section).
Enough paywall history. Let’s start learning how to build your email lists and grow paid
subscriptions.

Your first step: Offer a free subscription level to explode your
email list
Again: Readers who join your email list are 10x more likely to become paid subscribers.
Capturing the email address of a website visitor is priority number one. Building your email list
builds your most important direct marketing tool. Email marketing is the primary way to reach
your audience on a regular basis.

Each email subscriber you add gives you permission to send your newsletter with your content
to them every day, week, or month. This is key to driving these potential paid subscribers back
to your website content, and triggering prompts to subscribe. This boosts your chances for them
to pay for a subscription by 10x or more.
The Free Subscription Level (or free registration) is the start of your subscription funnel.
We discussed this a little in the email section above, but it bears repeating, simply for the
astonishing results:
How would you like to add 1000 new email addresses to your list in a week? Or 7000 in just a
few months? This is exactly what happened when The Business Journal launched their Free
Registration Level, and new readers signed up for their free subscription offer.
What does the free subscription level accomplish?
1. More paid subscribers: As mentioned above, once someone registers on your website
they gain access to a few additional premium articles each month and are added to your
email list. Over time you will be able to send your email newsletter to these new
subscribers which drives them back to your website to read more content. After they
read their free level allotment of articles they hit your paid subscription message which
encourages them to subscribe for full access. This is a natural, organic pestering that
happens over time and gently reminds this free-level subscriber that your content is
premium and requires payment for full access. Experience with your content over time
brings them around to the idea that they should pay you to get access to everything you
are publishing.
2. Increased email advertising revenue: You will attract more paid email sponsors as
your list grows and becomes more valuable to potential advertisers. The free registration
approach builds your email list faster and with more engaged readers than any other
method.
3. Reduced payment friction: One of the hidden benefits of having a free registration
available is that once a free level subscriber is ready to pay, they are already logged into
your website and their personal information is pre-filled on the checkout page. All they
have to do to subscribe is enter their credit card information. Since they already filled out
their info previously during the free registration, this boosts the chances of a paid
transaction.
What we know here is that the larger your email list is, the greater the volume of subscribers
who will pay for full access (assuming you are regularly emailing them your teaser content to
drive them back to your site).

How much content should you meter for free?
This is a question we get all the time.
The answer depends generally on your audience, your content type, and the quantity of content
you produce each week. If you are a start-up publisher with limited content or you favor
long-form content produced less frequently, then your meter should be fairly tight. One to two
free articles per month would be a reasonable setting for your meter.
A regular news publisher that produces, for example, ten articles per day would want to offer a
more generous number of free articles since the average visitor will consume more. Three to
five articles per month would be a reasonable setting for your meter. You want some level of
engagement with your casual visitor before you ask them to start a trial offer, or pay for a full
subscription.
What if I set up a free registration level?
The meter setting will depend on whether you are offering a free registration level or not. If you
have a free registration level (which, you should, really) to offer readers a few more premium
articles each month, your meter setting should be tight. Allowing one free article before requiring
a registration to read a few more articles works very well. (The New York Times uses this
strategy; one free article before requiring a free registration to view more.)
So how many articles should I provide to a free-level subscriber?
Again, this depends on your audience and content. For a niche, low-volume publisher such as
Tea Journey, the meter is set to one free article for the casual visitor and three free articles per
month once they have registered for their free subscription level. If you are a higher volume
news publisher you will likely need to provide five to ten free-level articles each month. Start
with a best guess and adjust the meter setting every 30 days to test free and paid subscription
conversions.
Another approach for the low volume or startup publisher is to set the free registration level to
offer an additional two or three premium articles...period. Once someone is registered and has
read your small batch of free articles, they have no further access until they pay for a
subscription. You need the average reader to run out of articles, so that they trigger your paid
subscription message.
Here’s an example of a free level subscription message that works well:

The above subscription message shows up after one free article has been viewed and the
visitor clicks to read a second article. The message shows up in-content, which hides most of
the article itself.
This approach is compelling as it promises:
1. Instant access to the article being read, and
2. Future access to three premium articles each month
Here is the free registration page that that appears after the visitor clicks the “Free…” link in the
above screenshot:

This messaging and registration builds Tea Journey’s email list every day. The key is to offer
something of value in exchange for an email address.
Don’t sweat the initial setup too much. We recommend you adjust your meter and free
registration settings to test what works best for your publication.
Hopefully, you’re beginning to realize how important the free registration process is. Capturing
new email addresses lets you proactively reach those new readers. This starts them on the
journey toward becoming a paid subscriber.
How to: Set up a free registration wall to build your email list

The free level ending: Upgrading
Once you have a registered subscriber that has used up their free-level access you will want to
display a subscription message to prompt them to pay for full access. Something like this:

As with the casual-to-registration message above, this registration-to-subscription message
shows up in-text for their selected article, hinting at what they’re missing out on.
It also gives them a peak at Tea Journey’s mission, giving readers another reason to commit to
a paid subscription. Plus, reminding them to get the app opens up another channel for gentle
reminders to join.
This message is the first step to selling your paid subscription. We’ll dive into the next steps in
your subscription funnel in Subscriber Touchpoints.

How to: Customize your subscription messages

Sell subscriptions, memberships, and take donations
Multiple approaches to access mean multiple opportunities for your publication.
Most publishers we work with start by setting up one paid subscription type to access their
content, with the option for monthly or annual payments.
Some publishers want to develop a membership-style program to offer additional benefits.
(Sometimes publishers simply call their subscription program a membership program in order to
hone in on the community aspect of their audience.)
Other publishers are more donation-focused, appealing to the generosity of their readership.
Implement all three
We are starting to see publishers meter and sell access to their content, offer a member-level
upgrade at a higher price, and ask for donations. We find this multi-tiered approach works
incredibly well.
Think of your paid subscriptions as your baseline income, the revenue you need to survive.
Member-level access appeals to those super fans that want everything you produce. A member
level could provide status to your members in your article comments, hide ads, offer direct
access to authors, invitations to events, or even just a t-shirt they can wear proudly. Bottom line
is: you can charge more for the extra level of connection you provide.
At the same time you should extend the offer to donate. You are likely a mission-based
publication, whether you're for-profit or not. A percentage of your audience members will
contribute to your cause if you ask them.

Start with recruiting free registrations and sending your newsletter out regularly. Paid
subscriptions, memberships, and donations will follow.
To see this setup in effective action, check out The Western Standard in Canada. They offer a
free registration that includes four extra, premium articles per month. Free subscribers have the
option of upgrading to a full-access paid subscription, jumping to a higher membership level,
giving a donation, or all three. Simply asking the audience to self-select a level of contribution
works.
With Leaky Paywall, you can offer access to content with any level of commitment, any
contribution type: free, paid, member, or donation.
More on donations in the Targeting section below. What you need to know right now is this:
Yes, you need donations.
No, they are not hard to set up. It’s five minutes of work to increase your revenue with no
additional content needed. Donations are simply set up as a new subscription level in Leaky
Paywall.

Subscriber Touchpoints
In this section we will cover growing subscriptions by providing a great digital experience,
specifically, the interactions your readers have with your publication.
You’ve set up your paywall, you're starting to attract free-level subscribers, and you're starting to
convert paid subscriptions. How do you improve your reader experience to boost paid
conversions? You make sure your touchpoints are effective.
What is a touchpoint? A touch point is:
1. When a visitor lands on your website and they start to read your content,
2. When a visitor encounters into your subscription messages,
3. When a visitor runs into your website notifications: pop ups, header bars, email opt-ins,
etc.,
4. When a visitor signs up and receives emails from you,
5. Possible app notifications, and so on.
Make sure these touchpoints are saying the right thing. Every time you review your website and
messaging, you will find copy and notifications that are weak and even distracting. Digital
subscriptions convert because of the content you produce AND the messaging you deliver at
each touchpoint in the subscription funnel.
Become your own subscriber

The first thing to do is to test the subscriber experience yourself, both on desktop and mobile.
Create a coupon for yourself to test your couponing. Give yourself a gift subscription. Go
through the experience as a subscriber and read and edit all your touchpoint content.
Something else you might not know: your article layout is more important than your homepage
layout.
Most visitors come into your website from search engines and social media links. These links
drive visitors directly to your articles, not your homepage. Generally, less than 10% of visitor
traffic lands on a publisher’s homepage. It is very common for the archive body of your articles
to attract over 95% of your visitor traffic.
So start experiencing your website with any one of your articles.

Your subscription message/nag
It’s time to sign up.
Click around your site and the first encounter with your messaging should be when you run out
of free articles (based on your chosen number of metered articles), and trigger your subscription
message/nag. What do you see? Is your nag compelling the visitor to take an action, preferably
for free (to capture an email address)?
Here again is the highly effective free subscription message on Tea Journey:

Why is it effective?
It has a singular goal: To collect an email address so you can send that visitor your email
newsletter to them each day or week. This touches your new free subscriber over time and
starts building your relationship with them. They get to experience your great content.
Notice the two benefits promised:
1. Read the current article for free, and
2. Get more free articles each month
Offering free content builds your email list quickly and is the start of the reader’s subscription
journey and your subscription funnel. Asking to pay for access up front will turn most visitors off
and they will generally leave your website.
So what does your subscription message look like? Is it the Leaky Paywall default subscription
message? If it is, you have an opportunity to improve it and boost your free registrations.
How to: Set up a free registration level
How to: Customize your subscription message (includes the html code for the Tea Journey
message above)

Your free registration/subscription pages
When your visitor clicks the ‘free’ link it should take them directly to your free
subscription/registration form. Do not take them to your subscription options/cards page as that
adds an extra click and forces the casual reader to take the time to understand your
subscription options. Typically, these readers aren’t ready to pay and need a quick, simple path
to follow.
Registration page design
Make sure you keep the registration page clean. The purpose of your registration page is to
register and collect the email address of that new user. Nothing else. It's not time to upsell
anything. It's not time to run a pop-up to offer something. The focus must be to get that new
visitor through the free registration. The visitor wants your content. Let them fill out the form in
peace.
Remember, someone on your email list has a 10x higher chance of paying for a subscription
than someone who is not on your list.
Here, again, is a great example of a free registration page (which, by-the-by, also happens to be
the default Leaky Paywall registration form):

Offer other newsletters and collect necessary reader info
We just encouraged you to "Keep it simple." But you do have the opportunity to:
1. Capture a bit of additional subscriber information if it's important to your mission, and
2. Offer other newsletters for new subscribers to opt into
As we’ve mentioned before, the first time someone registers on your website, free or paid, is a
honeymoon moment for that visitor. It is a good time to ask for a little more: more information or
to subscribe to a different, but relevant, newsletter. You may want to capture location info,

company name, or other demographic info. Try to limit the number of additional fields you add to
keep the flow quick and simple. Offering other newsletters to check off is fairly friction-free and
will add new subscribers to your other lists.
Here is the bottom section of that same registration page:

It offers both additional newsletters to subscribe to and asks some pertinent additional info of
the new subscriber. We have found that, in this case, most new subscribers will choose other
newsletters and answer the extra questions.
How to: Add custom registration fields to your sign up form
How to: Add additional opt-in newsletters

Your paid subscription message and registration pages
Now, it's time to pay for access.
So, you have a free-level registered reader. They have been receiving your email newsletter for
a few months and reading your content. In fact, they have read enough articles using their
free-level access that they run out of articles every month and have triggered your paid
subscription message/nag many times.
Once they are considering it, how do you tip them over the edge to pay?
Make it clear what the benefits are to your reader. Here again, is a simple and effective example
of a paid subscription nag:

Note the mission-based approach. This message will be shown many times to the free level
subscriber. The interruption and restriction of the article they want to read should be a strong
motivator. You need an effective message that recognizes your need for reader support and
promotes the benefits of paying for full access.
Another effective approach is to pull the pricing into the paid subscription message:

Note the simple one-price-level approach and the convenient login fields (simply use the Leaky
Paywall login shortcode). You may want a little extra CSS styling to match your WordPress
theme. Most WordPress developers can easily handle it.
Here is the registration form that follows the above message from Catch Magazine:

When your paid subscription message takes the reader to your paid registration form you,
again, need to keep the page clean and focused on the transaction.
Consider adding a simple message in the sidebar that promotes the reasons to subscribe.
Maybe add a testimonial from a happy subscriber. That’s it. Don’t clutter your header with
unnecessary content. The reader is getting ready to pay, so don’t get in their way.
Here is a another great example of a simple and effective paid registration page:

And another, slightly different approach, with the benefits to subscribing above the form:

How to: Create a custom registration page using shortcodes
How to: Set up a free registration on your publication’s website
How to: Customize your subscription messages
How to: Add additional newsletters to opt into
How to: Add additional fields to the registration form (to collect demographic data)
What should happen after the new subscriber clicks “Subscribe”?
The quick answer: Take your new subscriber back to the article they were reading.
Make life convenient for your new subscriber and fulfill your promise of unlocking the article that
finally prompted them to register or pay for a subscription.
That's pretty standard practice these days, but we still see publishers that take the visitor to a
Thank You page, a My Account page, or some other page. You might think of a Thank You page
as a good place to upsell a gift subscription, or promote sharing in social media, but that new

subscriber just wants to get back to reading the article they were restricted on. You don't want to
get in the way of the reading experience since you need to continue building the relationship
with this new subscriber.
You now also have them logged into your website and have their email address (that is tagged
appropriately in Mailchimp) so you can easily target them with promotions and messaging down
the road. Learn more in the Targeting section of this guidebook.
How to: Take the subscriber back to the article they were reading after registration or login

Your subscription cards/options page
Ideally you should present as few subscription choices as possible, so as to avoid confusion for
the potential subscriber. One is best. Think about Netflix, which offers only a monthly recurring
plan, not even an annual option. Even the New York Times subscription offering focuses on one
subscription level:

But I need to offer choices
If you need to offer multiple subscription options on your subscription page (digital, print,
memberships, donations, etc.), always stick to three. We, as humans, like to choose from three
options. Once we are offered four or more options, complexity and indecision sets in, which
lowers the chance that someone will pay to subscribe. Read more about The Rule of Three.
If you are a digital-only publisher, your options might look something like this:
1. Digital Subscription (monthly + annual)
2. Become a Member (costs more and get extra perks and/or content access)
3. Donate (pay what you want, gain access to all content)
And yes, you should be selling all three of these options. See the Subscription Strategies
section.
If you are a print and digital publisher, your options may look like this:
1. Digital Only Subscription
2. Print + Digital Subscription
3. Donate
Notice what’s missing from both of these? Your free subscription level.
Why? Because when Leaky Paywall restricts access to new visitors it displays the free-level
subscription message first. Your article content triggers your free subscription message, which
takes readers directly to the registration page, bypassing the subscription options altogether.
Your subscription page should focus on paid options only.
Here is a classic example of the Rule of Three in action from The Wall Street Journal:

If you need to promote more options, such as corporate subscriptions, promote them in a simple
format below your cards so they don’t compete with your main offerings. With Leaky Paywall
you can also create additional hidden subscription levels that you send potential subscribers to
via targeted campaigns. For example, Tea Journey targets subscribers who live in India with a
single, special subscription level:

If possible, keep your offerings down to a single subscription option for higher conversions. If
you need more, respect the Rule of Three.
How to: Create a hidden subscription level

Your welcome emails
When a visitor registers for free or pays for a subscription, make sure to craft a specific email for
each unique subscription level. Your free-level subscribers may want to know more about your
publication’s mission and might be receptive to a discount offer.
Paid-level subscribers will likely know more about you and may be motivated to promote your
subscription to a friend. Member-level subscribers or donors will want to hear from you on a
different level. Make sure you target each subscription level with an appropriate message and a
promotion that makes sense for that level.
Welcome email for free level subscribers: the start of your relationship
Tell your new reader what your mission is.
Assume new subscribers know nothing about your publication. This is your opportunity to start
the relationship off on the right foot. Tell your story. Let the new subscriber know why they just
subscribed. Reinforcing your mission to them strengthens your connection.
Another option: Consider offering a one month, free trial, limited-time coupon code in your
welcome email (and also in your header bar - see the Targeting section) to your free registered
subscribers to motivate a paid subscription. Try different promotions every 30 or 60 days and
see what works best. Make sure you promote this as a limited time offer. Deadlines motivate
action.
Discounts are easy to set up in the Leaky Paywall coupon section. Set up when each coupon
starts and when it ends. Each month, you will need to update that expiration date in your free
subscription level welcome email. It’s worth the tiny bit of extra effort for the reward of testing
new incentives.
You welcome email for paid subscribers
When a new subscriber pays to access your content, you have just discovered a fan. Make sure
your welcome email to this new subscriber reflects that. Here are some ideas for your welcome
message:
1. Thank them for supporting your mission; remind them you couldn’t do it without them,

2. If you have a giftable publication, consider promoting a gift subscription. Take advantage
of their honeymoon period with you. You can even include a limited-time coupon to pass
on with the gift subscription promotion,
3. If new subscriber is a digital-only subscriber to your print publication, consider promoting
an upgrade to your print and digital subscription level, or
4. Share a free subscription: give the new paid subscriber a coupon to pass along to a
friend for a free one year (or other) subscription. This can be promoted on your
subscription cards page. Engaged free subscribers will share your articles in social
media and via email, boosting the circulation of your digital publication.
How to: Use different welcome emails to upsell different subscriptions and products
How to: Set up gift subscriptions

Your drip campaign
An email drip campaign lets you send automated emails to your new subscriber over time. This
will help you strengthen your relationship with the new subscriber.
After a subscriber registers on your website, send them a series of helpful and interesting
emails over the next few weeks. You can choose how frequently to send each email. We
recommend one per day.
Some drip campaign email possibilities:
1. Introduce your mission,
2. Highlight several important or popular articles,
3. Promote special editions,
4. Introduce authors,
5. Throw light on community service,
6. Motivate downloads of your app,
7. Note other newsletters,
8. Promote a main sponsor,
9. Promote donations, or
10. Encourage them to share a subscription with a friend.
Start with three emails that make sense for you. Send them out over three days. You can always
add new drip emails to your campaign later.
How to: Set up a drip campaign with Leaky Paywall and Mailchimp

Your website speed can break you
You need a blazingly fast website to rank higher in search.
This major touchpoint is fundamental to your success. If you make readers wait for your content
to load, they will click the back button and go away. Google has also made it very clear that the
speed of your website will impact how your articles rank in search and they are penalizing slow
websites. Make sure your website runs fast. It takes some technical know-how and you will
need IT and developer support to make sure your website is lightning quick. The three areas
you will need to look at:
1. Website hosting: You can easily purchase more speed, typically by setting up and
upgrading a Virtual Private Server (VPS) from your hosting company.
2. Website theme: Bloated WordPress themes are one of the main causes for websites to
load slowly. If your theme is to blame, it’s worth seeking out a lightweight theme that
loads quickly. Keep in mind WordPress themes are in charge of design only. Plugins
should run functions. Avoid themes with lots of features (galleries, sliders, content types,
animation, etc.). Also when you re-design down the road (moving to a new theme) you
will lose all your theme functions and content.
3. Plugins/any custom code: Plugins and code can draw unnecessary resources and
need to be reviewed by a developer.
It is well worth the small investment to have a developer and server admin review and eliminate
slow loading code on your website.
Check your website speed now. How did you do? All A and Bs?

Targeting your Visitors and Subscribers
What is targeting?
When you send a specific message to a specific type of reader you are targeting them. For
example, sending a subscription discount code to a free-level subscriber is more effective than
sending it to a casual reader who simply landed on your article via Google search.
Why target? If your message aligns with the reader type, it will have a higher level of impact.
Here are your typical reader types:
1. Casual: A reader that lands on an article from a social share or web search,
2. Free-level subscriber: Someone who has registered to access additional free content,
3. Paid digital subscriber: Someone who has paid you for digital access to your content,
4. Paid print subscriber: Someone who has paid you for print delivery of your newspaper
or magazine,

5. Member: Someone who has paid for your highest level of content access, including
events, author interactions, etc., or
6. Donor: A super-fan who wants to see your mission succeed and has paid to ensure it.
(You have a donation level right?)
Each of these reader types can and should be targeted with messaging that is unique to their
current subscription level.
Ever notice that once you donate, you get much more messaging from that organization? They
are targeting you since you have donated at least once, and it is very effective at motivating you
to donate again.

Four methods to target your reader:
1. Your welcome email: Once a subscriber registers, why not take advantage of that
momentum by offering them a promo, right on the spot? Send a unique welcome email
that thanks them and offer a promotion.
2. Email targeting via your Mailchimp list: Make sure you tag your subscribers
appropriately on your Leaky Paywall subscription levels. This will attach the ‘free, digital,
print+digital, member, or donor’ tag to each new subscriber in Mailchimp, depending on
what level they came in on. Now you can easily create a Mailchimp campaign at any
time and target the specific level of subscribers with a promotion or other message.
3. Website header targeting: With Leaky Paywall you can easily target any level of
subscriber via a header bar that is visible at the top of your website. With our Conditional
Display Notice you can display a unique header bar only to logged-in subscribers with
your promotion. This is, for example, a great tool to reinforce whichever promotion you
highlight in your welcome email or email campaign.
4. Website ad targeting: Using our Ad Dropper add-on, you can display a subscription
promotion anywhere on your website and hide these promotions from all paid level
subscribers. Promotions can be automatically inserted into your articles or displayed in
header or sidebar widgets. Here is an example of an ad that is not visible to paid
subscribers:

Casual visitors and free level subscribers will see this ad. This ad will be hidden to all
paid level subscribers.

Targeting strategies for each of your audience levels:
1. Targeting the casual reader
Casual readers land on your website from web searches, social shares, recommendations from
friends, and paid campaigns. Making sure your website is optimized for SEO and posting your
content on social media helps you target casual reader traffic. Paying for Facebook or Linkedin
ads is a sharper targeting tool as you can promote to a specific demographic that matches your
publication’s audience.
Your main goal for the casual visitor is to capture their email address. The most effective
method is by using the free registration method.

If you decide to pay for social media promotions you will want to create a unique landing page
that promotes the benefits of joining your publication for free. The mission of this unique landing
page is to capture an email address. Giving away a free-level subscription, newsletter, or PDF
download are the top ways to do this.
How to: Create a unique landing page for free level subscribers using shortcodes
2. Targeting the free-level subscriber
Once someone registers on your website at the free subscription level, your targeting options
increase. At this point:
A. The new subscriber is going to run into your second subscription message when they
run out of their free article allotment. This second message is a great opportunity to offer
a promotion. Notice the ‘level up’ approach in this example:

Remember, timing is key. If you offer a discount at moments of action (such as
registering, paying, or being stopped by your subscription message), make it a ‘leveling
up’ reward. The subscribers' effort in reading more of your articles led them to this
reward.
B. The new free level subscriber is tagged in Mailchimp so you can email them offers, and
C. The new free level subscriber is logged into your website so you can also target them
there with the header bar and website ad targeting.
Welcome email
Your welcome email to free registered readers is a great opportunity to move your relationship
forward. As shown in the example below, give the new registrant a reason to pay you with a

discount code or free trial coupon. You are in that honeymoon period; take advantage of it.

Again, note the reward approach and deadline for the offer. With Leaky Paywall you can send a
unique email message to each of your subscription levels.
Discount code
Another approach would be to email your ‘free’ tagged segment in Mailchimp a discount code
for a holiday promotion that is valid only for a limited time period. It might offer a first free month
of full access or a permanent 10 or 20% discount.
Custom header bar

Update your header bar to match the offer you are promoting through email.
Here is an example that matches the above email promo sent to a free level subscriber:

This ‘header bar’ is managed with our conditional display notice, which allows you to target
specific subscription levels. So in this case, set the notice to only show up if someone is logged
in as a free-level subscriber.
Use ad space for your own, targeted ads
You can also set ads in your article content to promote a paid subscription or limited time offer.
Use Ad Dropper to hide the ads from any paid subscribers.
Here again, is an ad that promotes paid subscriptions:

It matches the brand and the mission of the publication.
Whichever method you use, you are targeting someone that has taken the time to register on
your website and has a deeper relationship level with you than a casual visitor. You increase
your chances for a paid conversion when offering it to someone who has already begun their
commitment to you.
And as a bonus: those who have registered for free will have all their personal info pre-filled on
the payment form. All they need to do is enter a credit card.
3. Targeting the paid digital subscriber
So what are good approaches for paid subscribers?
Use all the tools listed in the sections above – your welcome email, Mailchimp tagged emails,
and your header bar notice – to deliver your targeted messaging to your new paid subscribers.
A paid subscriber is a strong fan of your work. Here are messaging examples that work:

●

●
●
●

●
●

Encourage them to share your publication with friends.
Craft a welcome email for the paid subscriber that gives them a coupon to give a friend
for a free or discounted member subscription. If you offer an additional, free, premium
subscription for a friend, you can promote that as a benefit on your registration/sign up
page.
Encourage them to buy a Gift Subscription.
A new paying fan is more likely to purchase a gift subscription for someone else.
Allow them to hide your ads at a member price point.
You can generate more revenue without creating anymore revenue. .
Offer another medium.
If you publish a print publication, consider sending an offer to upgrade to a print-level
subscription.
Offer an upgrade.
Upgrade to a premium+ membership for additional content access and benefits
Promote donations.

How to: Hide ads at a higher subscription price
How to: Use different welcome emails to upsell different subscriptions and products
A word on accepting donations
Should you accept donations? Generally, yes. Donations are the third part of your reader
revenue trifecta, alongside subscriptions and memberships. With Leaky Paywall they are also a
snap to set up.
Subscription-based readers want access to your content. Members want that access (and
maybe whatever bonuses you add to the package), but they also want to support your mission.
Your mission is the driving force behind your publication. It can be anything from bringing local
news to a vibrant audience, to disseminating information to truck drivers or fishermen, to giving
children (or adults) a place to display their creativity, to bringing a specific subculture into
broader notice.
Donations come from people who align themselves with the mission first and the specific
content second.
Tea Journey — whose mission is to boost knowledge on tea, its origins, and the culture that
surrounds it — has found a simple and effective way to make donations a possibility.

Targeting potential donors
Tea Journey is simply using a new subscription level in Leaky Paywall to accept donations.

The subscription card contains mission-based copy, telling the reader exactly why they collect
donations, both on a macro-level (‘to bring our unique tea content from around the globe’) and
the micro (‘to pay our writers and staff’).
(You’d be amazed how many readers are under the impression that magazine costs come from
government grants or other funding. A high school sports news publisher once told us that
parents think their revenue comes from the school system. Local news publishers tell us that
their readers think the town pays their writers. Gently telling them otherwise can have a
tremendous impact. Educate your audience; it’s important for them to know that you need their
direct financial support.).

Once the reader has chosen to donate, they are presented with a slider (or number field) to set
their donation amount. Tea Journey has chosen to make the donation itself a one-time gift, but
it could also be set as a monthly, recurring donation. The settings also include other options for
setting the amount, instead of the slider.

The amount of the donation should start above the price of an annual subscription (for the
one-time gift) or a monthly subscription (for the recurring).
Once the donor has chosen their amount, they’re directed to a payment page identical to any
other subscription level. Let the donor know that their gift comes with a subscription (set the
donation subscription level to access your content).

Why it’s better

The ability to create your own donation package with Leaky Paywall gives you several
advantages. Most other donation software are third-party services. They take place on a
subdomain (or other website) rather than your own site. And they don’t allow you to attach a
subscription as a reward.
Tea Journey’s way is also as easy as setting any other subscription level. Publishers often
ignore donations as a revenue stream because they fear complications for little pay-off.
Within days of introduction, Tea Journey had already seen donations start to trickle in. And all
they had to do was click a few buttons to make it happen.
Other methods to target donors:
1. Use your header bar to display a donation message only to paid subscribers and
members, or
2. Create a Mailchimp email campaign that targets anyone who is tagged as a paying
subscriber or member.
How to: Set up your donation level subscriptions

Subscription Strategies
Your hybrid paywall: Locking down subscriber-only content
Meter your content, sell subscriptions, and when you are ready to get more advanced, consider
locking down subscriber-only articles. This can be done via WordPress categories, tags, post
types, issues, or for individual articles.
It's important to let Google index your articles and let them be shared in social media, but in
some cases you might consider locking down premium articles or categories for subscribers
only. This hybrid approach works well when you have content that clearly has a higher value
and needs to be restricted to paying members.
Some examples:
● A publication that locks down their special issues/editions for subscribers only,
● A niche publisher that produces shorter news articles mixed in with longer heavily
researched content,
● A political news publisher that offers in-depth election coverage during election season
at a premium+ level of access, or
● An industry publisher that produces high-value, premium pricing reports.
When you start looking at conversion tactics to push readers from free to paid, paid to member,
or paid to premium+, these higher-value content items do the trick. Almost without fail, locking

down content increases paid conversions. Just be careful to balance out your site's visibility for
search and social sharing.
The Carolina Sportsman does this with a strong visual cue. When an article is selected as
subscriber-only (by checking off their ‘feature’ category in WordPress), a lock appears in front of
the title of the article:

This clearly tells the visitor that the article requires premium-subscriber access. (This approach
will take some developer effort, as every WordPress theme is different.)
The workflow is a snap as the feature category in WordPress is simply restricted and requires a
paid subscription. The visual lock and restriction functionality all works with the click of one
category checkbox in WordPress using Leaky Paywall.
Locking down your magazine’s e-editions
The Carolina Sportsman also publishes web-based issues using our IssueM publisher. If you
visit their magazine archives, you'll see that their magazine content is locked down and
available only to paid subscribers.
Keep in mind that this is a fairly advanced approach. They have built up their traffic over time,
which gives them the space to completely wall their editions off from Google search and social
sharing. Typically you will set your meter to at least one free article to attract new visitor traffic.
A good magazine or news edition restriction setup:
Set your meter to allow the casual visitor one free news post per month (WordPress ‘Posts’).
Set your edition archives to one free article per month (WordPress ‘Articles’, using IssueM).
If you have a free registration level, you may want to allow free level subscribers one extra
‘Article’ per month and a few extra Posts.

How to: Restrict categories, tags, and IssueM editions
How to: Restrict individual articles

Sell premium+ access to your archive content
If you produce evergreen content that has value even though it might have been written long
ago, you might want to consider selling archive access as a premium+ member level
subscription.
A great example of this is the news publisher Austin Monitor in Austin, Texas.
The Austin Monitor is building an archive database of content covering local town hall rulings,
commercial news, and real estate transactions. Subscribers can pay for a premium Current
News subscription or for a premium+ Archive-level subscription to access (in their case)
everything over 90 days old. They have been publishing for years so they have accrued quite a
large database of content. Archive access costs almost five times as much as a standard
subscription.

Magazine archive subscriptions
Selling archive access is also a great revenue stream for veteran magazine publishers with a
treasure trove of past issue content. Your years of published content is gold to subscribers. If
you are new to publishing your articles in a web-article format, visitor traffic to your site will grow
quickly. SEO and social sharing get to work for you when you have individual articles to share.
You can set up archive subscriptions very quickly even if you don't have your old issues
digitized. We have worked with publishers that rented or bought high-resolution digital scanners,
cut their magazine bindings, and scan all of their back issues.
These new PDFs are uploaded to their website, converted on the fly to flipbooks, and added to
their issue archives using our IssueM web-issue publisher and flipbook integration. The
audience can access that content right on your site, preserving a consistent subscriber
experience. You no longer have to send readers off to third party flipbook sites.

Below is a web-issue and flipbook example in action. Choose an issue and click the Flipbook.
Flipbooks are restricted to paying subscribers, but those subscribers will view the flipbook in
their current browser tab, on the publisher’s website.

Note: the website visitor can choose to read the web based articles or read the flipbook. We find
10-15% of subscribers will read a flipbook version depending on the audience. The majority of
readers will choose the web article, since they likely directly landed on the article via a Google
search or social share (on their mobile device). Flipbooks are also tough to read on phones.
How to: Set up premium+ archive access subscriptions
How to: Make flipbooks part of your digital marketing strategy

How to sell individual content purchases (and subscriptions at the
same time)
Leaky Paywall lets you easily sell high-value pieces of content as individual purchase or part of
a full subscription. You can attach access to an existing subscription level. You can even create
a brand new premium+ or member level of access. This allows your audience to decide whether
they simply want your individual content items or full access via a subscription.
Selling individual articles has been a dream of publishers for many years. It hasn't gained
mainstream popularity for the simple reason that purchasing anything online involves a fair
amount of friction. It takes time to fill out a registration form and enter your credit card
information. Because of this, purchases have been mostly about subscription access to groups
of content, like Netflix, HBO, and, of course, publication content.
But paying for individual content can work, and work well, in certain situations.
Tea Journey provides a great example of this. In addition to long-form articles, they also sell
premium Tea Price Reports. Paid subscribers have access to all their written content except the
price reports. If someone wants access to a report they can purchase it individually, regardless
of whether they are a subscriber. A logged-in subscriber will experience less friction in the
process. All they have to do is enter their credit card information and check out.
But there is another option. Individuals can pay for a subscription that includes the price reports
as well. This gives the reader a one-time friction point (paying with a credit card) and then full
access to all the price reports down the road. (And it’s easy to set up.)

Other uses for (using our Pay Per Post add-on) selling individual pieces of content are with
video and live streaming. Universal Music’s DG Premium offers limited-time classical concerts

that are streamed live. Since these are desirable concerts they have found fans are willing to
pay for individual access to the page where the streaming feed lives. (They can also access the
recording for three days afterward.)

How to: Sell access to individual premium content

Grow revenues by hiding ads for premium+ members
Are you looking for a simple and fast way to generate additional revenue for your publication?
You don’t have to create any extra content. Consider adding a premium+ or a membership-level
subscription that hides your ads.
Ads can cause more problems than they’re worth. Depending on the website, ad displays can
visually inhibit the reader's experience pretty dramatically. You’re already losing ad visibility,
since 40% of readers on the web use ad blockers. And ads, especially, third party network ads,
can slow down the performance of your website; site speed is critical for SEO visibility.
So why not turn those disadvantages into revenue?
Income impact example
Let's say you run a business-to-consumer publication. Your monthly recurring subscription is $5.
Create a membership or premium+ plus subscription level at $7 per month. (That's an additional
$24/year or a 40% increase in subscription revenue per new member.) This outperforms the
income that you would receive from most network advertising. You would need thousands of ad

impressions, per subscriber, each month to equal the extra revenue you generate. You will also
be giving your best fans a better experience.
So how do you hide ads from my members?
With our Ad Dropper add-on you can easily hide all ads that you publish on your website from
specific subscription levels. (And you can publish banner ads, text ads, video ads, and embed
network (Google or other) ad code.)
Simply choose which subscription levels automatically hide your ads. This means your casual
visitors and free level subscribers would still see the ads on your website. Keep in mind the bulk
of your website traffic is from your casual (not logged in) visitors...so the impact on ad revenue
is minor.
If someone is logged in as a premium+ or membership-level subscriber, they will not see any
ads and they are paying you for that privilege. It's a win for everyone.

How to: Hide ads from member level subscribers

Grow revenue by letting subscribers post classifieds

If you run classified ads on your site or are thinking about it, letting paid subscribers post
unlimited classifieds will make it easier to create new classifieds, attract more paying
subscribers, and increase the volume of classifieds you post.
A case study
Small Boats Monthly saw the benefit of simply letting their paid subscribers post unlimited
classified ads.
Classified ads seemed like an obvious inclusion for a web-based publication geared toward
small craft aficionados – the type that collect or build their own boats, only to trade them in for a
new challenge when they’re done.
The problem
Small Boats originally required advertisers to create specific Classified accounts and pay
separately to post their ads…a pretty typical setup for most publishers. Registering and paying

to complete the classifieds transaction caused a lot of friction. They ultimately found it was
harder to grow than they expected.
They just weren’t attracting many ads.
The solution
The answer turned out to be simple.
Instead of running a separate, third-party payment for classified ads, they could fold the whole
thing into the subscription service provided by Leaky Paywall.
Setup was easy: any paid subscriber can post an ad for no additional fee. That’s it.
With the click of a button, Small Boats Monthly (with Leaky Paywall) restricted access to the
‘Place An Ad’ page. Every visitor to that page is now given the option to either log-in or become
a subscriber.

The results

Before they made this switch, Small Boats Monthly only had about three or four people who
posted ads each month. In their first month they had more than 20 (and growing) – all
subscribers posting interesting, relevant classified ads.
It was, according to CFO Justin Jamison, “A fantastic move for us. In fact, some people have
become subscribers specifically to post their ad. They couldn’t be happier.”
Here are the benefits:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

It’s easier for ad-posters to use,
It’s easier for Small Boats Monthly to manage,
Subscription revenue is up,
The number of classifieds posted has grown, and
It opens up a whole new readership for them. People who just wanted to place ads now
have access to their content… and are added to the Small Boats email list.

In one easy stroke, they’ve opened the door for a more robust classified section and more paid
readers to enjoy and share their content.
How to: Set up a paid subscription requirement to post unlimited digital classifieds

Make gift subscriptions 20% of your subscription revenue
If you publish a B-to-C magazine or news publication, you need to aggressively promote gift
subscriptions. Gift subscriptions should be at least 20% of your overall subscription revenue.
Where does the 20% number come from?
In the last few decades, the print magazine industry has proved that publishers who
aggressively go after their subscribers for gift subscriptions can achieve a 20% revenue gain.
Take a look at your gift subscription percentages, what are they at? This is low hanging fruit if
you haven’t been promoting gifts.
How do you go after gift subscriptions?
Look to your current paid subscribers. They are your biggest fans and will be most willing to
refer new subscribers to you. You can target your paid subscribers via email and also via your
website when they are reading your content.
Email targeting

Assuming you are tagging new subscribers to your Mailchimp list, you have an easy way to
reach all your paid subscribers. As soon as somebody comes on board and pays for a
subscription, follow up with a pitch for a gift subscription. They are in their honeymoon period
with you. If you immediately encourage them to pass a gift trial or promotion to friends there's a
good chance they will do so. Consider adding the gift promotion to your welcome email or
followup drip campaign.
Holidays are another natural gift subscription time. Make sure reach out to your email list during
appropriate holidays to promote your gift subscriptions. Use a free trial or limited-time coupon,
they are powerful motivations.
Website targeting
With Leaky Paywall, it's also easy to target your logged-in paid subscribers while they are
experiencing the content on your website. One way is to use our Conditional Display Notice
which allows you promote simple messages via a header bar to a specific subscription level.
For example, display a message promoting a gift subscription only to paid subscribers who are
logged in:

Targeting this way lets you send your paid subscribers personal messages to motivate the gift of
sharing your content. Keep in mind that your mission-based publication needs their help. Don't
be afraid to ask them for it. Subscribers and members love to help if you ask them.

Sell a premium email newsletter
Publishers are discovering the email newsletter as a major revenue-generating medium with
their digital subscription strategy. Let’s take a look at three viable tactics for premium
newsletters:
1. Send exclusive articles via email only to paid subscribers
A premium newsletter can be the primary distribution source for your exclusive articles, as it is
for the Tracinski Letter.

The Tracinski Letter is a thoughtful collection of analysis articles from the individualist
perspective of writer/publisher Robert Tracinski. Most of his articles are not published on his
website and are reserved for his paid readership via email.
Tracinski managed his newsletter subscriptions manually and needed to automate
subscriptions. Now, with Leaky Paywall, he has set up his premium email newsletter to send
only to his paid subscribers on payment. When a credit card fails or a subscriber cancels, that
subscriber is automatically removed from the recipients.
With Leaky Paywall and Mailchimp, your premium newsletter is easy to set up. We also
recommend setting up your website articles to be automatically picked up by Mailchimp and
delivered to your premium subscribers for full premium email automation.
How to: Create a premium email newsletter
How to: Automatically send your website articles via email using Mailchimp
2. Sell early access to your premium full text newsletter
There are two things that many of your subscribers want... and you can charge them extra for it:
●
●

Have your news delivered early morning before work, say around 6 a.m., and
Have a full text version of all your articles in the newsletter for convenient reading

Let's take a look at iPolitics, a Canadian digital news publisher. They offer an Early Edition that
automatically pulls all new articles into a single email in full text and ships it to all paid
subscribers by 6 a.m..

This allows members to easily consume, in one click, all the news that iPolitics has published
since their last email. This is a big convenience for their subscribers as they can simply open
their email and read all the new articles without having to click to the iPolitics website and
potentially login.

If the subscriber cancels or if their credit card fails, their access is revoked automatically.
Think about this approach for your own newsletter. It's an easy way to offer up a premium+
subscription without doing any extra work, beyond the initial setup.
That initial setup is easy and you can automate the entire process. With Leaky Paywall and
Mailchimp, the newsletter can be handled as a subscription service all on its own (or as part of
your main offering), complete with automated payments and expiration cut-offs.
3. Subscribers get instant email blasts when articles goes live
Risk Reversal is a financial news publisher. It is crucial to their audience that they receive the
financial analysis as quickly as possible.
Risk Reversal has set up Leaky Paywall to meter access to their content and motivate
subscriptions. Although access to the financial analysis on their site is worth subscribing to, the
real power for them is in the email: as soon as an article is published, all paid subscribers can
immediately find the article in their inbox.
If a subscriber cancels, they no longer receive the instant email blasts. This helps their audience
make faster trading decisions. If you publish content that is time sensitive, you can deliver it
instantly via email.
This is easily set up with Mailchimp and the help of the MailOptin plugin.
How to: Set up your paid email newsletter in Leaky Paywall
How to: Set up you automated newsletter in Mailchimp
How to: Provide instant email blasts exclusively to your premium subscribers

Sell bulk subscriptions to groups
If the enduring success of Costco has taught us anything, it’s that there is value in selling things
in bulk. This applies to subscriptions for your digital publication as well, whether you’re selling to
locations, organizations, or groups of any size.
That’s why we’ve set up four different ways to set-up/sell/manage a cluster of subscriptions
through Leaky Paywall, depending on the needs of your customer.
All of these methods offer the same functions that Leaky Paywall provides to single subscription
sales: searchable, shareable content with as many tiered access levels as you choose to set up.
With these four methods we have found publishers can now satisfy most organizations' access
needs. Generally, you would need to invoice individually, and set each new client up manually
as needed. With Leaky Paywall, you can offer all four methods of bulk access:

1. IP Exceptions (physical location-based access)
IP Exception access is perfect for organizations that want to allow access to your publication at
their physical location — schools, libraries, and so forth.
The IP Exceptions add-on allows access to the range of IP addresses belonging to that
organization. Any visitor logging on from one of those IP addresses can access your publication
without having to subscribe. Simply enter the IP range of the physical location. Your client’s IT
person can provide this to you.

2. Corporate Subscriptions (access via a company's email address)
Give anyone at an organization access via their email address.
Any organization that uses ‘name@company.org’ email addresses can use the Corporate
Subscriptions add-on to manage their access.

Once configured, anyone who has a @company.org email address can register their personal
log-in via their email account.

3. Group Accounts (access managed by an admin)
Sell access to a group owner that will then manage individual access. This is good for smaller
groups and organizations.
Group Accounts are for users who have a scattered group of people with whom they wish to
share their subscription — small groups with a shared interest in your publication.
Take a look at Soccer Coach Weekly. They sell group subscriptions to towns, schools, etc., to
provide content access to soccer coaches.

The Group Accounts add-on allows one group owner to manage a subscription containing a
designated number of seats. The owner can then invite whoever they’d like to join their group
until all the seats are filled.

4. Bulk Import for large clients
The final way to sell a bulk subscription is for high-volume clients without a shared location or
email domain. This is accomplished by creating a hidden subscription level specifically for a
large organization and importing subscribers into it.

This creates a large group subscription without having to add each subscriber one by one.
Getting started with bulk access
The best way to get going is to not set up anything at all...simply start promoting bulk access.
Once someone takes you up on getting bulk access for their organization you can set up the
access type you need.
How to: Set up email based corporate subscriptions
How to: Set up group accounts with limited seats
How to: Manage large group accounts using the Leaky Paywall Bulk Import tool
How to: Set up IP (location) based access to your publication

Increase subscription revenues by offering iOS & Android apps to
readers
Added Revenue Without Added Effort
If there was a way to increase your paid subscriptions by 10-30%, wouldn’t you jump at the
chance?
Because that’s exactly what iOS & Android apps can do. If you’re looking for the best content
and subscription experience for your audience, consider adding apps for your publication.
Compelling Numbers
We already know apps provide the most convenient and best reader engagement available
today. What’s more interesting is that publishers now find that a significant number of their
subscribers are coming from the app stores. Apps are boosting subscriber revenue streams by
10, 20, 30+ percent.
Let’s look at three examples:
1. Le Parisien is a print and digital newspaper reporting on French local news, as well as wider
global happenings. They recently conducted a study on the efficacy of the strategies they’ve
employed to increase their paid subscriptions.
The results, published on the blog of the World News Publishing Focus, revealed that apps are
a huge driving force for their success.

“More than 50 percent of subscribers are coming from the apps,” reported Sophie Gourmelen,
Le Parisien’s Managing Director and Publisher, “so the apps are crucial to our subscription
success.”
2. Tea Journey launched their publication with an app already in place in 2016. Within a few
months, they’d amassed 1500 paid subscribers…and 500 of those came from the app.
That’s a solid third of their readership coming directly from their app.
3. Street Photography Magazine, a digital magazine celebrating the work of street
photographers, reports that, in 2021, they received over 25% of their new subscribers from their
apps.
If anything, projecting a 10% increase in subscriptions is underselling the possibilities.
Untapped Potential
But here’s the real kicker: readers who purchase in the app store tend to discover you in the app
stores.
These aren’t subscribers who found you on the web and just happened to feel like subscribing
through the app instead of the web that day.
These are people who wouldn’t subscribe at all, if there was no app to subscribe to. They first
learned about your publication in the app store.
App subscribers are a whole new pool of readers.
Benefits To the Reader
It’s not entirely surprising that publishers are seeing such positive results to app publication.
Apps aren’t just great for the publisher. They’re great for the readers, too.
With the ubiquity of smartphones, people are spending more and more time on their mobile
devices.
In fact, our publishers are reporting that mobile devices generally account for over 70-80% of
their views. And studies show that over 80% of phone time is spent in apps.

This is because apps save readers time and can greatly enhance the reader experience and
their overall appreciation of your publication. App articles load quickly and can be made
available with offline reading.
In addition to the convenience and portability, apps reduce frustration and Help Desk queries by
keeping readers logged in to their account. Instead of having to re-enter their credentials every
time (with all the attendant possibilities about forgotten passwords or incorrect usernames),
readers open the app and have instant access to the content.
Plus, apps launched through UniPress (our app platform), support publishing via issues or
editions.
That means that instead of a long list of collected articles, readers can browse each issue of
your magazine in the app, just like they would on the web or off a newsstand.
Streamlined Workflow
A popular question we get from publishers is: how will this impact workflow?
With the right tools, launching and maintaining an app doesn’t need to disrupt your workflow.
You have a few options for this:
1. Custom-built app integrations designed for your specific publication from scratch
by a programmer: This will most likely meet all of your needs but is likely to be
expensive and possibly time-consuming to create.

2. Tools like Mobiloud which migrate your content into a pre-built app for you:
Mobiloud and others similar to it (App Presser, App Boss, Presspad) will send your
WordPress content to a good-looking app for you. The downside is that none of them
fully connect to your subscription system. They run separate, app-only subscriptions (or
generate revenue from ads alone). It’s not the best choice for workflow efficiency.
3. UniPress: This works with Leaky Paywall and IssueM to funnel your app content and
subscription management through your WordPress dashboard.

UniPress is the tool used by both Tea Journey and Street Photography Magazine, above. As the
name suggests, it was designed to work with WordPress with no more than the touch of a single
button.
Which means that when your app enhances the reader experience and provides you with
access to that glorious untapped pool of potential readers…
...it does it without any effort from you.
The API automatically moves your content into the app once you publish on your WordPress
website. You can also automate any and all push notifications through WordPress. Set them up
and let them run.
UniPress also integrates seamlessly with Leaky Paywall, which will meter the content on your
app. This means that your content is just as protected on the app as it is on the web.
Extra in-app ad revenue
Some of the tools listed above will allow you to run ads in the app. UniPress allows you to
integrate Google’s DFP and Admob ads into the apps. You also gain access to a new app-wide
ad zone that you can use for app sponsorships. In fact, most publishers find that their
sponsored ad pays for the app service fee.
Either way, whether through ad revenue or new paid subscribers, the app essentially pays for
itself.

In conclusion
Hopefully, your brain is overflowing with ideas for growing your subscription revenues and you’re
itching to get started.
But just to really cement it in your mind, here are the highlights to remember:

●

●

●
●
●
●
●

Your email marketing is the driving force behind your subscription funnel - it keeps
everything moving forward in your growing relationship with your reader. Concentrate on
building your email lists
Your metered paywall is going to be the foundation of your efforts to grow paid
subscriptions. It gives your readers an incentive to engage with you, it allows them to
decide what content is valuable, and it allows your content to be both searchable and
shareable.
If you don’t have a free registration level, today is the day to set it up, before you do
anything else
Frequently review your site’s interactions with the reader – from the reader’s point of
view.
Be sure to target and optimize your messaging at each subscription level
You already have more revenue streams than you know. Think outside the box for the
things readers will pay for (save time, convenient delivery, hide ads, etc)
Don’t stress out... most of these tools and strategies can be automated. Set it up and let
it go. If you need help please get in touch below

Ready? Go build your email lists and new paid revenue streams!

We would love your feedback
If you made it this far and have comments, suggestions or would like us to cover a specific topic
please let us know. This guide was made possible from years of feedback from publishers we
work with. Please reach out and say hi!

Pete Ericson
Get in touch at:
https://zeen101.com/contact/
info@zeen101.com

